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**Definition**: A private 5G network is a particular realization of the 5G system, designed and configured for private use by an enterprise or an exclusive group of users. It can be deployed to cover the needs of a specific application or multiple applications or even a vertical domain.

- A stand-alone Non-Public Network (SNPN)
- A NPN hosted by a public PLMN (PNI-NPN)

**Advantages** (over public 5G networks):
- configured to the specific needs
- instantiated for special purpose/time
- share only secured subset of data
- SLA tailored to sudden needs
- complete control to the enterprise

* as described in Deliverable 1.1
Affordable5G provides a first-class opportunity to highly-innovative 5G-related SMEs across Europe to align with recent changes in 3GPP specifications, adopt 5G emerging technologies and accordingly enhance the functionality of their product and service portfolio. The target is to equip these SMEs with competitive advantages in order to reach and penetrate new market sectors, such as private and enterprise networks, offering innovative and affordable solutions with clear advantages related to network capillarity, host neutrality and small-cell densification.
Positioning in 5G network architecture

Affordable5G will deliver a complete and affordable 5G solution covering the needs of private and enterprise networks through technical innovation spanning all parts of the network.
Affordable5G architecture pillars

• Support several deployment options & interoperability
  • Split 7.x, Split 8, UP-CP, follow open APIs (no vendor lock-in)

• Support several operational options
  • Sharing strategies, neutral hosting, slicing, billing

• Reuse existing infra/devices & support specific requirements
  • Building on WIFI (access or fronthaul and/or backhaul)

• Introduce intelligence across all parts of the network
  • Including both RAN and Core network part

• Support specific characteristics
  • Time Sensitivity Networking, multiple PDU sessions, positioning
System Architecture

- 5G NPN services
- OSS
- AI/ML-based RAN optimization
- Telemetry Data Collector
- Network Data Analytics
- E2E Service Manager
- NFVO
- VNFM
- VIM
- Non-RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC)
- O-RAN EMS
- Transport Network EMS
- ON EMS
- Infrastructure Telemetry

**Service layer**
- Management, Orchestration & Automation layer

**Network function layer**
- O-RAN
- O-RU
- Open Fronthaul
- O-RAN CPs
- O-RAN CNFs
- Near-RTRIC Apps
- O-DU
- O-CU-CP
- O-CU-UP
- O-DNN

**Infrastructure layer**
- Core site platform
- Transport
- O-CLOUD (Edge/Regional NFVI)
- Transport
- Core NFVI
- 5G Core VNFs/CNFs
- NSSF
- UDM
- PCF
- NWDAF
- AF
- AMF
- SMF
- UPF
- Local DN (MEC Platform & Apps)
- External DN
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Objectives

- **Objective 1** – Optimize 5G hardware elements
- **Objective 2** – 5G dimensioning for dense deployments
- **Objective 3** – Address network sharing strategies
- **Objective 4** – Consolidate the usage of Open Platforms
- **Objective 5** – Sound validation & evaluation
- **Objective 6** – Business sustainability & competitive advantage
Optimize 5G hardware elements

- Affordable5G aims at the optimisation of the hardware of the devices forming its cost-efficient and high-performance network.

- Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-based hardware acceleration is an ideal solution for the network’s edge to ensure optimal performance and cost efficiency in the execution of specialised functions.

- The objective is to adopt enhanced low-power Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and hardware accelerators at edge Data Centres (DCs), where there are limitations, such as room space and heat dissipation.
Project Objectives (2/6):

5G Dimensioning for dense deployments

- Affordable5G will integrate and enrich the available solutions (Core & RAN) of its SMEs with open-source solutions.

- Investigate Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) as a strategy to enable connectivity with deterministic latency over 5G for private networks, addressing real market needs, such as 5G in Industry 4.0.

- Develop cost-effective wireless backhauling technologies that support 5G small cell requirements, while providing an integrated management and control plane for both wireless backhaul devices and small cells.
Project Objectives (3/6):

**Address network sharing strategies as cost savings**

- Develop sharing strategies comprising diverse users, service providers and network operators for reduced ownership costs
- Study neutral host strategy and its implications
- Enhance existing network sharing solutions in two directions:
  - The Affordable5G management plane will enable the dynamic deployment of per-tenant customized slices with minimal operational costs
  - Develop isolation mechanisms at the various levels of the 5G network, including the radio access, which are key to define enforceable Service Level Agreements (SLAs) towards prospective tenants
Project Objectives (4/6):

Consolidate the usage of open platforms

- Adopt open interfaces & platforms, enhanced for radio (O-RAN), edge (Akraino, OpenNess, edgeX foundry), cloud-native network management (OSM, ONAP) and core network (ONOS, ODTN)

- Affordable5G aims not only to strengthen the use of open-source solutions in these distinct network areas, but to jointly use them into an overall open-source 5G network architecture
Project Objectives (5/6):

Validation and evaluation

• The project’s outcomes will be evaluated in heterogeneous environments, comprising diverse RAN units, network resources, edge hardware and user requirements, as well as virtualized networks elements to demonstrate their wide applicability in 5G commercial and hybrid infrastructures.

• The added-value and effectiveness of the project’s outcomes will be demonstrated in three 5G pilots promoting cost efficient roll-outs of private networks.
Business sustainability and competitive advantage

- During the project’s lifetime new business models, (e.g., cooperative business models) and the formation of new ecosystems for managing services and actors will be developed

- Affordable5G will create competitive advantages to SMEs, facilitating them in their commercialization paths and strategies

- Results will be disseminated through contributions to 5G standardization bodies and open-source communities
Project pilots

- 1. Emergency communication critical services system (MC-PTT, MC-Video, MC-Data)
- 2. Smartcity Edge and Lamp post IoT deployment
- 3. Industrial/manufacturing private network
Pilot 1: Mission critical services

Focus on

- MCS scaling (through the deployment of a new MCS VNF) in case of service overload
- MC service instantiation at the edge in case of increased latency
- Service delivery through the edge NFVI in case of main core outage
Pilot 2: Smart City Edge and Lamp post IoT deployment

Focus on
✓ Potential of 5G video streaming in dense scenarios
✓ Video processing employing computer vision at the network edge
Pilot 3: Industrial/manufacturing private network

Focus on
✓ TSN concept to manage Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs)
✓ Process automation in the context of the Factories of the Future
Available 5G sites (1/2)

5GENESIS Málaga node (Spain)

☑ 5G platform deployed at UMA campus and connected to the Málaga city in the context of the phase 3 project 5GENESIS
Available 5G sites (2/2)

Circuit ParcMotor Castelloli (Spain)
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